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The Asymmetric Spatial Distribution
of Bacterial Signal Transduction Proteins
Coordinates Cell Cycle Events
(Hecht et al., 1995; Hung and Shapiro, 2002). Genetic
evidence suggests that DivK’s function lies, at least in
part, in the regulation of the master transcriptional regu-
lator, CtrA, which, in turn, controls multiple morphoge-
netic and essential cell cycle events (Hung and Shapiro,
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and Christine Jacobs-Wagner*
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2002; Wu et al., 1998). How is DivK activity regulatedNew Haven, Connecticut 06520
during the cell cycle? Experiments have shown that the
level of phosphorylated DivK (DivKP) is significantly
lower in swarmer cells than in later cell cycle stages,Summary
where it remains fairly constant (Jacobs et al., 2001).
However, the most distinctive cell cycle regulation ofThe polar localization of signaling proteins that are
DivK is its dynamic spatial distribution within the cellessential for Caulobacter cell cycle control is tempo-
(Jacobs et al., 2001). As illustrated in Figure 1A, DivK isrally regulated. Here we provide evidence that phos-
evenly distributed in the cytoplasm of swarmer cells (G1phorylation of the essential response regulator, DivK,
phase), but, during the swarmer to stalked (G1-S) cellis required for both its function and its cell cycle-regu-
transition, DivK migrates to the old cell pole, where alated localization. The asymmetric location of the DivJ
stalk develops. Soon after, it accumulates at both polesand PleC histidine kinases and their antagonistic activ-
in the early predivisional cell. Localization of DivK re-ities on the cellular concentration of phosphorylated
mains bipolar for most of the predivisional stage. PriorDivK provide positional and temporal information for
to cell separation, however, DivK is released specificallythe ordered sequence of DivK localization during the
from the new swarmer pole while it remains anchoredcell cycle. DivJ activity on DivK affects its correct lo-
at the old stalked pole (Figure 1A). Thus, the completioncalization, which, in turn, is required for PleC function.
of cell division results in a differential localization ofSince DivJ and PleC regulate different cell cycle
DivK in the two daughter cells, with DivK being evenlyevents, the interconnected function of these two histi-
distributed in the cytoplasm of the swarmer daughterdine kinases through localization of a common re-
cell, but polarly localized in the stalked sibling.sponse regulator provides a mechanism for coordinat-
The histidine kinases DivJ and PleC are involved in theing cell cycle progression. Study of a DivK homolog
regulation of DivK localization, although the mechanismin the morphologically symmetric bacterium Sinorhi-
whereby this occurs is unknown. DivJ is required forzobium meliloti suggests that this type of cell cycle
DivK localization at the poles; in a divJ mutant, DivKmechanism is widespread in prokaryotes.
is uniformly dispersed in the cytoplasm in all cell types
(Jacobs et al., 2001). Conversely, DivK is unable to delo-Introduction
calize from either pole at cell division in a pleC::Tn5
mutant, indicating that PleC is involved in the pole-spe-Protein localization is a frequently encountered form of
cific release of DivK at the end of the cell cycle (Jacobsregulation in eukaryotic signal transduction pathways
et al., 2001). DivJ and PleC also display a discrete celland plays a crucial role in many cellular and develop-
cycle-dependent pattern of localization (Wheeler andmental processes. Localization of signal transduction
Shapiro, 1999). The two histidine kinases are asymmetri-proteins at discrete cellular locations also occurs in
cally localized at opposite poles (PleC at the newprimitive organisms such as the intrinsically polarized
swarmer pole and DivJ at the old stalked pole) in the
bacterium Caulobacter crescentus, whose cell cycle de-
predivisional stage, suggesting that their asymmetric
pends on obligate cell differentiation and asymmetric
location may be important in governing DivK spatial
cell division. In this organism, most components of the distribution. Genetic data and biochemical experiments
signal transduction network that regulates polar differ- indicate that DivK activity is also regulated by PleC and
entiation and cell cycle progression exhibit a dynamic DivJ (Hecht et al., 1995; Sommer and Newton, 1991).
cell cycle-dependent behavior of localization (Jacobs et The purified kinase domains of PleC and DivJ can serve
al., 1999, 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). In this case, as efficient phosphodonors to DivK and as phospha-
however, the biological relevance and the mechanisms tases to DivKP in vitro (Hecht et al., 1995). Consistent
responsible for protein localization remain largely un- with DivJ serving as a kinase for DivK in vivo, the level
known. of DivKP is considerably reduced in a divJ mutant
Here we investigate the function and mechanisms for (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). Conversely, the DivKP
localization of an important component of the C. cres- level is significantly increased in a pleC::Tn5 mutant
centus cell cycle signaling network, DivK. DivK is a sin- (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999), suggesting that PleC may
gle-domain response regulator that is essential for via- primarily act as a phosphatase for DivKP in vivo; alter-
bility (Hecht et al., 1995). A temperature-sensitive mutant natively, PleC may reduce the level of DivKP by an
of divK displays a polar morphogenesis defect, a block indirect means. The fact that DivK is essential for viabil-
in initiation of chromosome replication, and a cell fila- ity, while DivJ and PleC are not, suggests that there
mentation phenotype at the restrictive temperature must be at least one other kinase for DivK. Consistent
with this conclusion, the DivKP level is reduced, but
not abolished, in divJ single or divJ pleC::Tn5 double*Correspondence: christine.jacobs-wagner@yale.edu
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mutants (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). Interestingly, PleC
and DivJ control different aspects of polar morphogene-
sis and the cell division cycle. pleC mutants are defective
in chemotaxis, stalk formation, pili synthesis, and flagel-
lar rotation (Sommer and Newton, 1989, 1991; Wang et
al., 1993). On the other hand, divJ mutants have long
stalks (sometimes more than one per cell and/or placed
at the wrong location) and exhibit varying degrees of
cell filamentation (Ohta et al., 1992; Sommer and New-
ton, 1991; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999).
Here we demonstrate that the phosphorylation of DivK
is essential for both the function and the dynamic cell
cycle-dependent localization of DivK. We also provide
evidence that DivJ has two dissociable functions that
serve to regulate the temporal and spatial targeting of
DivKP to the distinct cell poles. The asymmetric loca-
tion of DivJ, irrespective of its kinase activity, provides
positional information that aids in recruiting a low level of
DivKP to the stalked pole, while DivJ’s kinase activity
subsequently targets DivKP to the new swarmer pole
of the predivisional cell by increasing the cellular con-
centration of DivKP. The activity of asymmetrically
localized PleC is responsible for the next step in the cell
cycle pattern of DivK localization: it mediates the release
of DivKP specifically from the new swarmer pole by
decreasing the DivKP concentration in the swarmer
compartment of the late predivisional cell. Since DivJ
and PleC regulate different morphogenetic and cell cy-
cle events, their interconnected function through the
polar localization of a shared response regulator, DivK,
provides a mechanism for coordinating polar morpho-
genesis and cellular events with cell cycle progression.
Furthermore, asymmetric spatial distribution of DivK is
not limited to intrinsically polarized bacteria but is also
employed by a rod-shaped bacterium with no polar iden-
tifier organelles. Taken together, our data suggest that
asymmetric spatial distribution of signal transduction
proteins may constitute a widespread regulatory mech-
anism to control cell cycle progression in prokaryotes.
Results
Phosphorylation of DivK Is Essential for
Both Its Activity and Its Dynamic Cell
Cycle-Dependent Localization
Because the analysis of the phosphorylation and local-
ization of DivK in wild-type, divJ, and pleC::Tn5 cells
Figure 1. Phosphorylation of DivK Is Essential for Polar Localization suggested that there was a positive correlation between
of DivK
polar localization of DivK and a high level of DivKP
(A) Dynamic localization of DivK (gray) during the C. crescentus cell
and between nonpolar distribution of DivK and a lowcycle.
level of DivKP in the cell (Jacobs et al., 2001; Wheeler(B–E) A nonphosphorylatable DivK mutant is impaired in polar local-
and Shapiro, 1999), we tested the possibility that phos-ization. DIC and corresponding fluorescent images of wild-type
CB15N strains producing either (B) wild-type DivK-GFP or (C) mutant phorylation of DivK directly controls its localization. A
DivKD53A-GFP from a low-copy plasmid. DivK mutant carrying an alanine substitution in place of
(D) In vivo phosphorylation of DivK, DivK-GFP, and DivKD53A-GFP. Asp53, the predicted phosphorylation site of DivK, was
CB15N cells (lane 1; WT) and CB15N cells producing either wild-
fused to GFP (DivKD53A-GFP) and expressed from a low-type DivK-GFP (lane 2) or DivKD53A-GFP (lane 3) from a low-copy
copy plasmid in wild-type CB15N. The D53A mutationplasmid were labeled with [-32P]ATP for 3 min. GFP-tagged and
untagged DivK32P proteins were immunoprecipitated with anti- dramatically disrupted the ability of DivK to localize at
DivK antibodies and resolved on a 12% SDS polyacrylamide gel. the poles (Figure 1C) when compared with plasmid-
(E) Samples of cells used in (D) were evaluated for the presence of encoded wild-type DivK-GFP (Figure 1B). In vivo phos-
total DivK proteins by immunoblot. phorylation experiments with wild-type CB15N and
CB15N carrying a plasmid with either divK-gfp or
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divKD53A-gfp confirmed that the D53A alteration dis- the molecular mechanisms whereby DivJ contributes to
rupted the phosphorylation site of DivK. Unlike wild-type the polar localization of DivK, we generated a catalyti-
DivK and DivK-GFP, DivKD53A-GFP had no detectable cally inactive mutant of DivJ carrying an alanine substi-
phosphorylation (Figure 1D). Corresponding immu- tution in place of the conserved phosphorylatable histi-
noblot analysis with anti-DivK antibodies showed that dine residue His338 (DivJH338A). As expected, cells in
full-length GFP fusions to DivK and DivKD53A were pro- which chromosomal divJ was replaced by divJH338A fused
duced at similar levels (Figure 1E). Furthermore, no deg- to the yfp gene (divJH338A-yfp) exhibited all phenotypes
radation products were observed in immunoblots with characteristic of adivJ mutant, such as long stalks and
anti-GFP antibodies, indicating that no soluble GFP was a mild cell division defect, indicating that the conserved
released from the GFP fusions (data not shown). We His338 residue of DivJ is essential for its activity. Never-
also examined the spatial distribution of DivKD53A-GFP in theless, DivJH338A-YFP was able to localize at the stalked
divJ and pleC::Tn5 mutants and found that the mutant pole (Figure 2A). This is consistent with a recent report
protein remained homogeneously dispersed in the cyto- indicating that the localization determinants of DivJ lie
plasm, irrespective of the genetic background (data not within its sensor domain and not within its transmitter
shown). domain, where His338 is located (Sciochetti et al., 2002).
These data strongly suggested that phosphorylation As shown in Figure 2B (strain CJ846), the presence
of DivK has a critical role in polar localization of DivK. of DivJH338A was able to promote DivK-GFP localization
Since it remained possible that the Asp53 residue itself, at the stalked pole of stalked and predivisional cells,
rather than its phosphorylation, was involved in the but not at the new swarmer pole of predivisional cells.
localization of DivK at the poles, we examined the sub- For comparison, Figure 2B also shows the localization
cellular distribution of two other plasmid-encoded DivK- pattern of DivK-GFP in a strain expressing wild-type
GFP mutants, DivKE9A-GFP and DivKD10A-GFP. These mu- divJ where the polar localization of DivK-GFP is normal
tants carry an alanine substitution in place of the active (strain CJ509) and in a divJ strain where DivK-GFP
site residue Glu9 or Asp10, known to be essential in remains dispersed in the cytoplasm in all cell types
the phosphorylation process of response regulators by (strain CJ513). Since catalytically inactive DivJH338A local-coordinating an Mg2 ion (Stock et al., 1995). Similar izes at the stalked pole (Figure 2A), the observation that
to DivKD53A-GFP, nonphosphorylatable DivKE9A-GFP and a fluorescent focus of DivK-GFP forms at the stalked
DivKD10A-GFP were impaired in their ability to localize at pole in the presence of DivJH338A (Figure 2B, CJ846) sug-either pole in wild-type CB15N (data not shown). Taken
gests that the mere accumulation of DivJ at the stalked
together, our data indicate that it is the phosphorylated
pole, and not the kinase activity of DivJ, recruits DivK-form of DivK that preferentially binds to the poles.
GFP to the stalked pole. The fact that DivK-GFP localizesTypically, the activity of a response regulator is con-
at the stalked pole, but not at the new swarmer pole,trolled by its phosphorylation state. Thus, it was likely
of predivisional cells when catalytically inactive DivJH338Athat the phosphorylation of DivK was required for its
is present (Figure 2B, CJ846) implies that DivJ’s kinasefunction and, therefore, for cell viability, since DivK is
activity is required for promoting DivK-GFP localizationknown to be essential (Hecht et al., 1995). To determine
at the incipient swarmer pole.whether this was the case, we generated a phage lysate
How can these findings be reconciled with our previ-carrying a divK null mutation, divK::SpecR. Using this
ous conclusion that phosphorylation of DivK is requiredphage lysate and selecting for spectinomycin resis-
for localization at both poles, including the stalked pole?tance, we attempted to transduce divK::SpecR into
As mentioned above, the DivKP level is reduced, butwild-type CB15N or CB15N producing either wild-type
not abolished, in a divJ mutant, indicating that an un-DivK-GFP or nonphosphorylatable DivKD53A-GFP from a
identified DivJ-independent kinase pathway contributeslow-copy plasmid. The expectation was that the
to DivK phosphorylation (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999).divK::SpecR mutation would be transduced only if a
We performed in vivo phosphorylation experiments onsecond functional copy of divK were present. Consis-
the strains used for the localization study (Figure 2B) totently, over 200 SpecR colonies were recovered in the
determine the level of phosphorylated DivK-GFP in thestrain with plasmid-encoded DivK-GFP, whereas none
different divJ backgrounds. Consistent with the exis-were recovered in CB15N alone or in cells with plasmid-
tence of another DivK kinase besides DivJ, a residualencoded DivKD53A-GFP. From these results, we conclude
level of phosphorylated DivK-GFP was detected indivJthat phosphorylation of DivK is essential, not only for
and divJH338A mutants (Figure 2C, CJ513 and CJ846, re-its polar localization, but also for cell viability.
spectively). For comparison, a wild-type level of phos-
phorylated DivK-GFP is also shown (Figure 2C, CJ509).
Thus, it may be the residual amount of phosphorylatedDivJ Has Two Dissociable Functions in the Control
DivK-GFP in the divJH338A mutant that is recruited to theof DivKP Targeting to the Distinct Poles
stalked pole by DivJH338A (Figure 2B, CJ846). If correct,How can phosphorylation of DivK account for the pro-
this hypothesis predicts that the nonphosphorylatabletein’s complex temporal and pole-specific localization
DivKD53A mutant will be unable to localize at the stalkedpattern during the cell cycle (Figure 1A)? Previous stud-
pole, even in the presence of DivJH338A. Consistent withies suggested that the activities of DivJ and PleC and,
this prediction, we found that, unlike wild-type DivK-possibly, their asymmetric localization at opposite poles
GFP (Figure 2B, CJ846), nonphosphorylatable DivKD53A-provide spatial and temporal cues for the dynamic local-
GFP failed to localize at the stalked pole in the presenceization of DivK during the course of the cell cycle (Jacobs
et al., 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). To investigate of DivJH338A and instead remained evenly dispersed in
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Figure 2. The Cellular Locations and Activities of DivJ and PleC Control the Cell Cycle-Dependent Localization of DivK
(A) DivJH338A-YFP localizes to the stalked pole. DIC and fluorescent images of cells producing chromosomally encoded DivJH338A-YFP in place
of wild-type DivJ. White and black arrowheads show polar fluorescent foci and stalk locations, respectively.
(B) The interplay between the polar localization of DivJ and its kinase activity govern DivK localization at the distinct poles. The first three
horizontal panels show the localization of chromosomally encoded DivK-GFP in the presence of wild-type DivJ (strain CJ509), in the absence
of DivJ (strain CJ513), and in the presence of catalytically inactive DivJH338A as the only DivJ protein (strain CJ846). The fourth panel shows
the localization of chromosomally encoded DivKD53A-GFP in the presence of DivJH338A as the only DivJ protein (strain CJ842).
(C) The level of phosphorylated DivK-GFP or DivKD53A-GFP was evaluated for the strains shown in (B) after [-32P]ATP cell labeling and
immunoprecipitation with anti-DivK antibodies.
(D) Both PleC and DivKP colocalize at the new swarmer pole throughout most of the predivisional stage. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy
of pleC::Tn5 cells producing DivK-CFP and PleC-YFP from a low- and medium-copy plasmid, respectively. The white and black arrowheads
indicate polar foci of DivK-CFP and the location of the stalk, respectively. Below is a schematic representation of DivK-CFP and PleC-YFP
localization.
(E) The activity of PleC is required for the release of DivKP from the swarmer pole at cell division. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of
pleC cells producing DivK-CFP and PleCH610A-YFP from a low- and medium-copy plasmid, respectively. The white arrowheads indicate that
DivK-CFP remains anchored at both poles, even after cell division is completed. Below is a schematic representation of DivK-CFP and
PleCH610A-YFP localization.
the cytoplasm (Figure 2B, CJ842). In the four strains these four strains also contain the endogenous divK
gene. To eliminate the possibility that the DivJH338A-medi-shown in Figures 2B and 2C, the divJ alleles and divK-
gfp fusions were chromosomally encoded (see Table 1); ated localization of wild-type DivK-GFP at the stalked
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Table 1. Strains and Plasmids
Strain Relevant Genotype or Description Reference or Source
C. crescentus
CB15N (also NA1000) Synchronizable variant strain of CB15 Evinger and Agabian, 1977
LS3196 CB15N divJ Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999
LS2732 CB15N pleC::Tn5 Wang et al., 1993
CB15N pleC CB15N pleC Urs Jenal
CJ403 CB15N divK::divK\\pdivK-EGFP This study
CJ509 CB15N divK-gfp This study
CJ513 CB15N divJ divK-gfp This study
CJ826 CB15N divJ::divJ-yfp This study
CJ827 CB15N divJ::divJH338A-yfp This study
CJ828 CB15N xylX::divK-cfp This study
CJ833 CB15N divK::divK-cfp This study
CJ842 CB15N divJ::divJH338A divKD53A-gfp This study
CJ845 CB15N divJ::divJH338A divK::divK-cfp This study
CJ846 CB15N divJ::divJH338A divK-gfp This study
CJ850 CB15N divJ::divJH338A This study
S. meliloti
MB501 Electroporable derivative of S. meliloti 1021 William Margolin
E. coli
DH5 Cloning strain Invitrogen
S17-1 RP4-2, Tc::Mu,Km-Tn7, for plasmid mobilization Simon et al., 1983
Plasmid Relevant Genotype or Description Reference or Source
pBluescriptKS AmpR cloning vector Stratagene
pMR20 TetR low copy number broad host range vector Roberts et al., 1996
pJS14 ChlR pBBR1-derived medium copy number broad host range vector Jeffrey Skerker
pNPTS138 KanR pLitmus38-derived vector with oriT and sacB Alley, 2001
pBGST18 A derivative of pBGS18 (Spratt et al., 1986) Alley, 2001
pEGFP, pEYFP, pECFP Variants of the Aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) Clonetech
pdivK-EGFP pMR20 carrying divK-gfp Jacobs et al., 2001
pMR20divK-cfp pMR20 carrying divK-cfp This study
pMR20divKD53A-gfp pMR20 carrying divKD53A-gfp This study
pMR20divKD10A-gfp pMR20 containing divKD10A-gfp This study
pMR20divKE9A-gfp pMR20 containing divKE9A-gfp This study
pJS14PxylXdivK-cfp pJS14 carrying divK-cfp under the control of xylose-inducible promoter This study
pBGST18PxylXdivK-cfp pBGST18 carrying divK-cfp under the control of xylose-inducible promoter This study
pBGST18TdivJH338A pBGST18 carrying 5-truncated divJH338A This study
pBGST18TdivJ-yfp pBGST18 carrying 5-truncated divJ-yfp This study
pBGST18TdivJH338A-yfp pBGST18 carrying 5-truncated divJH338A-yfp This study
pBGST18divK-gfp pBGST18 carrying specR/strR linked to divK-gfp This study
pBGST18divKD53A-gfp pBGST18 carrying specR/strR linked to divKD53A-gfp This study
pBGENTTdivK-cfp pBGST18 derivative (gentR replacing kanR) carrying 5-truncated divK-cfp This study
pJS14pleC-yfp pJS14 carrying pleC-yfp This study
pJS14pleCH610A-yfp pJS14 carrying pleCH610A-yfp This study
pMR20smdivK-gfp pMR20 carrying a S. meliloti divK homolog fused to gfp This study
pMR20smdivKD53A-gfp pMR20 carrying smdivKD53A-gfp This study
pJS14smdivK-gfp pJS14 carrying smdivK-gfp This study
pNPTS138divK pNTPS138 carrying divK with an internal deletion linked to specR/strR This study
pole is affected by the presence of an extra chromo- PleC Activity Is Required for the Pole-Specific
Release of DivKP before Cell Separationsomal copy of divK, we generated a strain (CJ845) in
which both divJH338A and divK-cfp were expressed from While DivJ participates in DivKP localization at the
poles, PleC is involved in the pole-specific release ofthe chromosome as the only divJ and divK copies. In
this strain, similar to what was observed with strain DivKP (Jacobs et al., 2001), and it causes a decrease
in the cellular concentration of DivKP (Wheeler andCJ846 (Figure 2B), DivK-CFP was recruited at the stalked
pole by catalytically inactive DivJH338A (data not shown). Shapiro, 1999). Since PleC is specifically localized at
the new swarmer pole in predivisional cells (WheelerFrom these experiments, we conclude that DivJ has
two dissociable functions that participate in the tempo- and Shapiro, 1999), its asymmetrically localized activity
on the concentration of DivKP may be involved in theral and spatial control of DivKP localization at the dis-
tinct poles. The asymmetric location of DivJ, irrespective release of DivKP from the new swarmer pole in late
predivisional cells; alternatively, PleC may displaceof its kinase activity, helps recruit a low level of DivKP
at the stalked pole, while DivJ’s kinase activity subse- DivKP from the new swarmer pole by simply compet-
ing for the same binding sites. If the latter were correct,quently promotes the additional localization of DivKP
at the new swarmer pole by increasing the cellular con- one would expect PleC and DivK localization at the new
swarmer pole to be mutually exclusive. To conclusivelycentration of DivKP.
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test this prediction, we examined the simultaneous lo-
calization of PleC and DivK using protein fusions to YFP
and CFP. As clearly shown in time-lapse experiments
(Figure 2D), DivK-CFP and PleC-YFP colocalize at the
new swarmer pole throughout most of the predivisional
stage, which rules out a simple competitive mechanism
for PleC-dependent delocalization of DivKP. Instead,
delocalization of DivKP from the new swarmer pole
requires PleC activity. This was demonstrated with a
pleC mutant that expressed plasmid-encoded DivK-
CFP and PleCH610A-YFP, which carried an alanine in place
of the conserved phosphorylatable His610. As recently
reported for a chromosomal GFP fusion to PleCH610A (Viol-
lier et al., 2002), PleCH610A-YFP was unable to suppress
the characteristic pleC phenotypes and failed to delocal-
ize from the old pole at the swarmer to stalked transition,
resulting in a bipolar localization in predivisional cells
(Figure 2E). Importantly, in the presence of catalytically
inactive PleCH610A-YFP only, the level of DivKP was
significantly elevated relative to that in the wild-type
(data not shown), and the DivK-CFP fusion was unable
to delocalize from the new swarmer pole at cell division,
producing two daughter cells with identical polar local-
ization of DivK-CFP (Figure 2E). Thus, the site of PleC
phosphorylation, His610, is required for both the nega- Figure 3. Overproduction of DivK Results in Protein Mislocalization
tive control of DivK phosphorylation and the pole-spe- and Cell Filamentation
cific release of DivKP at cell division, which sets up DIC and fluorescent images were taken of CB15N cells expressing
divK-cfp under the xylose promoter from a medium-copy plasmidthe differential distribution of DivK in the two daughter
(pJS14PxylXdivK-cfp) grown in the presence of the xylose inducer forcells.
0 min, 20 min, or 7 hr (the culture was diluted so that it remainedCollectively, our results suggest that the mechanism
in the exponential phase of growth).for the complex temporal and spatial pattern of DivK
localization during the cell cycle involves the asymmetric
location and opposing activities of DivJ and PleC on the
smDivK-GFP Localizes Polarly incellular concentration of DivKP. Sinorhizobium meliloti Using a
Phosphorylation-Dependent Mechanism
A High Level of Mislocalized DivK Results
Given the role of DivK in the coordination of polar mor-
in a Cell Division Defect
phogenesis with the cell cycle in C. crescentus, it was
We reasoned that overproduction of DivK may saturate
intriguing that Sinorhizobium meliloti had a DivK homo-the DivJ-mediated DivK binding to the poles and thereby
log (SMc01371) that shared 74% protein sequence iden-induce mislocalization of DivK. To test this hypothesis,
tity with C. crescentus DivK. Unlike C. crescentus, thewe placed a divK-cfp fusion under the control of the
rod-shaped S. meliloti is thought to divide symmetricallyinducible xylose promoter (PxylX) (Meisenzahl et al.,
to produce two identical daughter cells. There is no1997) on a medium-copy plasmid (pJS14PxylXdivK-cfp),
evidence of polar organelles. Instead, it typically haswhich was introduced into wild-type CB15N cells. In the
five to ten peritrichously inserted flagella (Pleier andabsence of the xylose inducer, a basal level of divK-cfp
Schmitt, 1989). The conservation of DivK protein identityexpression created a low level of DivK-CFP that had a
prompted the question of whether bacterial species thatnormal localization pattern (Figure 3, 0 min). Addition of
are not conspicuously asymmetric also utilize spatialthe xylose inducer resulted quickly in overproduction
regulation of signaling proteins such as DivK.and mislocalization of DivK-CFP throughout the cyto-
To investigate the function and the cellular distribu-plasm (Figure 3, 20 min), which, in turn, caused cell
tion of the S. meliloti DivK homolog (smDivK), we ampli-filamentation (Figure 3, 7 hr). The fact that mislocaliza-
fied the sequence of smdivK from the genome of S. meli-tion of DivK occurs before cell filamentation argues
loti 1021 and fused it to gfp (smdivK-gfp). Using a divK::against the possibility that inhibition of cell division
SpecR-transducing lysate, we showed that smdivK-gfpcauses mislocalization of DivK. Instead, it suggests that
harbored on a low-copy plasmid was able to supporta high level of DivK dispersed throughout the cell inhibits
viability in C. crescentus as the only copy of divK, ar-cell division. Induction of divK-cfp expression from the
guing that smDivK is a functional homolog of C. cres-chromosomal xylX locus for 13 hr gave rise to a lower
centus DivK. When expressed from a low-copy plasmidlevel of overproduction of DivK-CFP, causing only a
in S. meliloti MB501 (electroporable derivative of S. meli-partial mislocalization of DivK-CFP and a cell filamenta-
loti 1021), smDivK-GFP accumulated at one pole in 50%tion of three to four times the normal cell length on
of the cells (Figure 4A), indicating that smDivK-GFP wasaverage (data not shown; strain CJ828). Thus, the sever-
able to localize polarly in S. meliloti. An alanine substitu-ity of the cell division defect correlates with the amount
of DivK delocalized throughout the cytoplasm. tion disrupting the conserved phosphorylatable Asp53
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Dynamic Subcellular Distribution of smDivK during
the S. meliloti Cell Cycle Culminates
in an Asymmetric Cell Division
The fact that smDivK-GFP is polarly localized in only 50%
of the cell population (Figure 4A) suggested that, similar
to what happens in C. crescentus, smDivK-GFP may dy-
namically change its spatial distribution during the S.
meliloti cell cycle. To resolve the spatial and temporal
coordinates of smDivK-GFP during the division cycle, we
performed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy on free-
living S. meliloti cells carrying plasmid-encoded smDivK-
GFP. The doubling time of S. meliloti in a slide on the
microscope stage was approximately 270 min. The cell
cycle was visualized by DIC microscopy, and a cell pole
was denoted “new pole” if it originated from the last cell
division or “old pole” otherwise. Figure 5A illustrates a
representative example of a time-lapse experiment. The
smDivK-GFP fluorescent signal was evenly distributed
within a young S. meliloti cell. As the cell grew, smDivK-
GFP accumulated at one pole. From the analysis of
smDivK-GFP localization during two cell cycle lengths,
we determined that smDivK-GFP accumulated at the old
pole. After polar localization, the cell went through a
transient period where smDivK-GFP was released from
the old pole and uniformly distributed throughout the
cell to only later reaccumulate at the same pole prior to
cell separation. The differential distribution of smDivK-
Figure 4. The S. meliloti Homolog of DivK Fused to GFP (smDivK- GFP culminated in an asymmetric division producing
GFP) Polarly Localizes in S. meliloti Using a Phosphorylation-Depen- two different daughter cells: one with a uniform distribu-
dent Mechanism tion of smDivK-GFP and the other with an accumulation
DIC and corresponding fluorescent images were taken of S. meliloti of smDivK-GFP at the old pole. In the former, smDivK-GFP
cells producing either wild-type smDivK-GFP from a low-copy plas- soon accumulated at the old pole in a new round of
mid (A), mutant smDivKD53A-GFP from a low-copy plasmid (B), or wild- cell cycle-dependent localization, whereas, in the lattertype smDivK-GFP from a medium-copy plasmid (C). The arrowhead
(where smDivK-GFP was already polarly localized afterindicates a cell with a cell division defect.
cell division), the first cell transition of polar localization
was bypassed, as schematically illustrated in Figure 5B.
of smDivK-GFP (smDivKD53A-GFP) prevented the protein The difference in the DivK localization pattern between
from forming a polar fluorescent focus in S. meliloti cells
the two daughter cells can be viewed in Supplemental
(Figure 4B), implying that, as for its C. crescentus homo- Movie S1 at http://www.developmentalcell.com/cgi/
log, phosphorylation of smDivK-GFP is required for its content/full/5/1/149/DC1, which shows a sequence of
polar localization. time-lapse images of a period close to two cell cycle
Expression of smdivK-gfp from a medium-copy plas- lengths.
mid (pJS14smdivK-GFP) in S. meliloti cells resulted in a In C. crescentus, cell division is not only morphologi-
heterogeneous cell population in terms of cell morphol- cally asymmetric, but also unequal, with the swarmer
ogy (Figure 4C). Approximately 80% of cells had a wild- cell being shorter than the stalked cell (Terrana and
type morphology, divided normally, and had normal Newton, 1975). The calculated ratio between the cell
unipolar localization of smDivK-GFP. Conversely, the re- length of the stalked daughter cell and that of its
maining 20% of the cells exhibited a cell division defect swarmer sibling is 1.14 (Terrana and Newton, 1975).
(Figure 4C, arrowhead), which, in S. meliloti, is charac- Interestingly, the S. meliloti daughter cell with a nonpolar
terized by a cell filamentation and branching phenotype distribution of smDivK-GFP, which in that respect resem-
(Latch and Margolin, 1997). Fluorescence microscopy bled the C. crescentus swarmer cell, appeared to be
showed that the cell division phenotype correlated with shorter than its sibling with polar smDivK-GFP (as shown
high levels of mislocalized smDivK-GFP throughout the Figure 5, 280 min time point). To determine whether the
cytoplasm, as evidenced by the fluorescent signal inten- noted difference in cell size was significant, we mea-
sity (Figure 4C). The variations in wild-type smdivK-gfp sured the cell length of 140 daughter cells with a polar
expression responsible for the cell population heteroge- smDivK-GFP focus and that of their siblings without a
neity (normal versus filamentous and branched) likely polar smDivK-GFP focus and calculated their ratio as
results from an unequal segregation of plasmid copy described in Experimental Procedures. The calculated
number between cells. In any event, a high level of mislo- mean of 140 cell length ratios (daughter cells with a
calized smDivK-GFP correlated with a cell division defect, polar smDivK-GFP focus versus siblings without a polar
suggesting that, as for C. crescentus, an increased level smDivK-GFP focus) was 1.12, with a 95% confidence
of DivK functioning in an inappropriate cellular location interval from 1.10 to 1.14. A paired t test of the data set
gave a two-tailed p value less than 0.0001, which, byleads to a loss in cell division control.
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Figure 5. Dynamic Cell Cycle-Dependent Localization of smDivK-GFP in S. meliloti Culminates in an Asymmetric Cell Division
(A) Representative time-lapse fluorescence microscopy experiment on S. meliloti cells containing plasmid-encoded smDivK-GFP. In a young
cell (0 min), smDivK-GFP is uniformly distributed in the cytoplasm. As the cell progresses through the cell cycle (80 min), smDivK-GFP localizes
at the old pole. In the early predivisional stage (160 min), smDivK-GFP is released from the old pole and distributed evenly throughout the
cytoplasm. Just prior to cell separation (240 min), smDivK-GFP reaccumulates at the old pole, ending in an asymmetric cell division, with
smDivK-GFP being diffusely distributed in one of the daughter cells, but polarly localized in the other daughter cell (280 min). Later, the cell
with delocalized smDivK-GFP regains a polar focus of smDivK-GFP at the old pole (360 min), whereas the cell with polarly localized smDivK-GFP
bypasses this step. Arrowheads indicate the polar fluorescent foci.
(B) Schematic representation of the cell cycle-dependent localization of smDivK in S. meliloti. Wavy lines represent peritrichous flagella.
conventional criteria, is considered to be extremely sta- DivJ has two separable functions that provide spatial
and temporal cues for the localization of DivKP at thetistically significant. Thus, the S. meliloti daughter cell
that inherits a polar localization of smDivK-GFP is statisti- distinct poles. First, the asymmetric location of DivJ
contributes to the polar localization of DivKP at thecally longer than its sibling where the subcellular distri-
bution of smDivK-GFP is not polarized, indicating an un- stalked pole. Second, the kinase activity of DivJ medi-
ates the transition from unipolar to bipolar localizationequal cell division. Therefore, as in C. crescentus, the
smDivK protein has a dynamic cell cycle-dependent lo- of DivKP by increasing the overall cellular level of
DivKP. The first function was suggested by the follow-calization in S. meliloti that ends in an asymmetric and
unequal cell division, giving rise to two daughter cells ing results (Figures 2A–2C). (1) In the absence of DivJ
protein, the level of phosphorylated DivK-GFP is de-that differ in their size and in their temporal and spatial
pattern of smDivK localization. creased (but not abolished), and the fluorescent signal
of DivK-GFP is evenly distributed in the cytoplasm of
all cell types. This is consistent with published dataDiscussion
(Jacobs et al., 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). (2) In
the presence of kinase-inactive DivJH338A, which localizesTo address the role of localization of signaling proteins
at the stalked pole, the level of phosphorylated DivK-and the mechanisms whereby these proteins accumu-
GFP is similarly reduced, yet DivK-GFP forms a fluores-late at discrete locations in bacteria, we investigated
cent focus at the stalked pole. (3) It is the residualthe control mechanisms of DivK localization in C. cres-
amount of phosphorylated DivK-GFP that localizes atcentus and the respective roles of DivJ and PleC in the
the stalked pole in the divJH338A mutant because a non-temporal and spatial regulation of this process. Using
phosphorylatable DivK-GFP mutant remains homoge-nonphosphorylatable DivK mutants, we first demon-
neously distributed in the cytoplasm throughout the cellstrated that phosphorylation of DivK is critical for both
cycle, even when DivJH338A is present. Taken together,cell viability and the polar localization of DivK in C. cres-
these findings suggest that it is the mere presence ofcentus. This indicates that it is the phosphorylated, ac-
DivJ at the stalked pole, irrespective of its kinase activ-tive form of DivK (DivKP) that preferentially binds at
the cell poles. ity, that recruits DivKP at that location. The fact that
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Figure 6. Model for the Control of DivK Dy-
namic Localization during the C. crescentus
Cell Cycle
Temporal and spatial control of DivK localiza-
tion is mediated by the asymmetric locations
of DivJ and PleC and their opposing activities
on DivKP levels. In the swarmer cell,
DivKP is prevented from binding at the
poles by PleC activity that maintains a low
concentration of DivKP and by the absence
of DivJ protein at the old pole. During the
swarmer to stalked cell transition, PleC delo-
calizes and DivJ is synthesized and localized
at the pole previously occupied by PleC,
where a nascent stalk is being formed. By
providing positional information, DivJ recruits DivKP at the old stalked pole. Through its kinase activity, DivJ increases the cellular concentra-
tion of DivKP, thereby increasing DivKP binding at the stalked pole as well as promoting DivKP targeting to the new swarmer pole,
resulting in a bipolar localization of DivKP. In the predivisional cell, PleC relocalizes at the new swarmer pole and remains there together
with DivKP until compartmentalization of the late predivisional cell, at which time PleC activity releases DivKP from the new swarmer pole
by decreasing the DivKP concentration in the swarmer compartment. In contrast, DivKP polar localization is maintained at the stalked
pole by DivJ, setting up the differential distribution of DivK between the two daughter cells.
no fluorescent focus of DivK-GFP is observed at the asymmetric cellular location of DivJ and PleC and their
new swarmer pole of predivisional cells in the divJH338A opposite activities on the cellular concentration of
mutant (Figure 2B) implies that DivJ’s kinase activity is DivKP contribute in a concerted way to regulate the
essential for targeting DivK to the new swarmer pole by localization of DivK during the C. crescentus cell cycle.
increasing the cellular concentration of DivKP. In a swarmer cell where the DivKP level is the lowest
Two observations suggest that DivJ’s kinase activity relative to later cell cycle stages (Jacobs et al., 2001), the
also increases DivKP binding at the stalked pole. First, activity of the polarly localized PleC prevents DivKP
on the basis of the intensity of the fluorescent signal, targeting to the poles by maintaining a low concentration
the accumulation of DivK-GFP at the stalked pole tends of DivKP. During the swarmer to stalked cell transition,
to increase when DivK-GFP becomes bipolarly localized PleC delocalizes and the newly synthesized DivJ accu-
(Jacobs et al., 2001). This suggests that the increased mulates at the old pole where a stalk develops (Wheeler
level of DivKP generated by DivJ’s activity favors bind- and Shapiro, 1999). By providing positional information,
ing of DivKP, not only at the new swarmer pole, but DivJ contributes to the recruitment of DivKP at the old
also at the stalked pole. Second, in the stalkless stalked pole. Through its kinase activity, DivJ increases
pleC::Tn5 mutant, in which the level of DivKP is in- the cellular level of DivKP, thereby promoting DivKP
creased relative to wild-type, DivJ is no longer polarly targeting to the new swarmer pole in addition to stabiliz-
localized, yet DivKP is able to localize at both poles ing DivKP binding at the stalked pole. In the predivi-
(Jacobs et al., 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999), sug- sional cell, PleC relocalizes at the new swarmer pole
gesting that an increased cellular level of DivKP may (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). Just before cell separation,
circumvent the need for DivJ asymmetric location. Tak-
the activity of PleC at the new swarmer pole mediates
ing these observations together, we propose that, in the
the pole-specific release of DivKP by decreasing thewild-type situation, the presence of DivJ at the stalked
DivKP level in the swarmer cell compartment of thepole provides positional information to recruit DivKP
late predivisonal cell. At the opposite pole, the compart-to the stalked pole when the DivKP level is low. Subse-
mentalized activity of DivJ maintains DivKP localiza-quently, DivJ’s kinase activity increases DivKP binding
tion, setting up the asymmetric cell division.stability at the stalked pole in addition to promoting
The direct coupling between activity and polar local-DivKP targeting to the new swarmer pole.
ization of DivK through phosphorylation suggests thatWhile DivJ participates in the regulation of DivKP
localization of DivK has a regulatory function. Further-targeting to the distinct poles, it is the activity of PleC
more, overexpression of divK, creating a high level ofthat triggers the subsequent release of DivKP specifi-
mislocalized DivK throughout the cytoplasm, results incally from the new swarmer pole prior to cell separation.
inhibition of cell division (Figure 3). The severity of theIn the presence of catalytically inactive PleCH610A-YFP
cell filamentation phenotype increases with the amountin place of wild-type PleC, regulation of DivK-CFP is
of DivK and its resulting mislocalization as shown byaffected at two levels: the cellular level of phosphory-
placing divK under the inducible xylX promoter fromlated DivK-CFP is increased, and DivK-CFP is prohibited
either a chromosomal or a plasmidic location. It is un-from delocalizing from the new swarmer pole at cell
clear how this cell division defect occurs, but it is consis-division. The fact that DivK-CFP and PleCH610A-YFP (or
tent with the observation that divJ mutants exhibit vary-wild-type PleC-YFP) colocalize at the new swarmer pole
ing degrees of filamentation (Ohta et al., 1992; Sommerprecludes a simple mechanism of competition between
and Newton, 1991; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). ThesePleC and DivKP for binding sites. Instead, our data
data suggest that a loss of spatial control of DivK local-argue that PleC activity is responsible for reducing the
ization results in a cell division defect whose severity isconcentration of DivKP in the swarmer compartment
dependent on the amount of mislocalized DivK. On theof the late predivisional cell, which, in turn, causes the
other hand, pleC mutants in which DivK remains poiseddissociation of DivKP from the new swarmer pole.
Figure 6 illustrates a tentative model in which the at both poles at cell division (Jacobs et al., 2001) are
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defective in temporally regulated morphogenetic events, defect in S. meliloti, arguing that, as in C. crescentus,
including stalk and pili synthesis, flagellar rotation, and DivK and its spatial regulation may play a critical role
ejection of the flagellum (Burton et al., 1997; Wang et in regulating the S. meliloti division cycle.
al., 1993). If the pleiotropic defects of pleC mutants result DivK and its divK-pleD genetic locus are conserved
from the inability of DivKP to delocalize from the new among most -proteobacteria for which the genome
swarmer pole at cell division, it predicts that a divJ sequence is available (data not shown; a DivK homolog,
mutation will be epistatic to a pleC mutation, since, as CelR1, has been previously identified in Rhizobium le-
mentioned above, localization of DivKP at the new guminosarum [Ausmees et al., 1999]). It was difficult to
swarmer pole is dependent on DivJ kinase activity. Ac- assess with confidence the conservation of DivK across
cordingly, divJ mutations suppress pleC phenotypes subdivisions of proteobacteria because of the already
(Sommer and Newton, 1991; Wheeler and Shapiro, existing high sequence similarity between single-
1999). A divJ pleC::Tn5 double mutant has all the char- domain response regulators. In light of our results with
acteristic phenotypes of a singledivJ mutant, including S. meliloti, other DivK homologs may also exhibit a dy-
a low DivKP level and a dispersed DivK distribution namic polar localization during the cell cycle in other
(Jacobs et al., 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). The bacteria, culminating in an asymmetric division. There-
mechanisms by which DivJ and PleC govern the tempo- fore, asymmetric localization of signaling proteins may
ral and spatial regulation of DivK localization provide an provide a general mechanism of prokaryotic regulation
explanation as to why. Since DivJ and PleC regulate to control complex signal transduction networks such
distinct morphogenetic and cell cycle events, the depen- as those involved in cell cycle control.
dence of PleC function on DivJ activity through localiza-
tion of a shared response regulator provides an efficient Experimental Procedures
way for the cell to coordinate distinct morphogenetic
Strains, Plasmids, and Mediaand cellular events with cell cycle progression.
C. crescentus strains were grown in peptone-yeast extract (PYESeveral lines of evidence suggest that this cell cycle
complex media), M2G (minimal medium), or M5GG (low-phosphate
mechanism observed in the intrinsically polarized bacte- medium supplemented with 1 mM glutamate) (Ely, 1991; Jacobs et
rium, C. crescentus, also operates in the rod-shaped, al., 2001). Plasmids were mobilized from Escherichia coli strain
seemingly symmetric bacterium, S. meliloti. (1) In C. S17-1 into C. crescentus by bacterial conjugation (Ely, 1991). S.
meliloti strains were grown in LB or in the minimal medium M2Gsmcrescentus, the divK gene locus is organized in an op-
(M2G plus 250 M FeCl2·4H2O, 20 M CaCl2·2H2O, 10 M H3BO3,eron with a downstream gene encoding a nonessential
1 M CoCl2·6H20, 0.3 M CuCl2·2H2O, 25 M ZnCl2, 25 Mresponse regulator, pleD (Hecht et al., 1995). The genetic
Na2MoO4·2H2O, 2M MnCl2·4H2O, 3M biotin, and 2.5M thiamine).locus is conserved in S. meliloti. Furthermore, smDivK Plasmids were introduced into S. meliloti by electroporation. Oxytet-
supports viability in a C. crescentus divK strain, ar- racycline and chloramphenicol concentrations for S. meliloti were
guing that smDivK is a functional homolog of C. cres- used at 5 g/ml.
centus DivK. (2) We have shown that phosphorylation The mode of construction of strains and plasmids (Table 1) as
well as the sequences of all primers is available upon request. Toand polar localization are coupled for DivK in C. cres-
determine whether phosphorylation of DivK was essential for viabil-centus. This is also true in S. meliloti (Figure 4). (3) In S.
ity, we made a φCR30 bacteriophage lysate (Ely, 1991) from strainmeliloti, smDivK exhibits a dynamic cyclical localization CJ403 and used it to transduce the divK::SpecR mutation into the
with two consecutive rounds of dispersed distribution strains CB15N, CB15N/pdivK-EGFP, and CB15N/pMR20divKD53A-
and accumulation at the old pole per cell cycle (Figure 5). GFP. divK::SpecR transductants were only recovered from CB15N/
This cell cycle-controlled localization profile is different pdivK-EGFP.
from that in C. crescentus, but the end result is the
same in both organisms: the predivisional cell divides Immunobloting and In Vivo Phosphorylation Experiments
Immunoblot analysis was carried out as described with anti-DivKunequally to produce two daughter cells with a different
serum at a dilution of 1/5000 (Jacobs et al., 2001), anti-DivJ serumsize and a differential distribution of DivK. Similar to the
at 1/15,000 (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999), and anti-GFP serum atC. crescentus progenies, the shorter daughter cell has
1/1000 (Covance, NJ). In vivo phosphorylation experiments were
a uniform cytoplasmic distribution of DivK in S. meliloti, performed as described (Jacobs et al., 2001).
while its longer sibling has smDivK polarly localized. The
shorter daughter cell reiterates the cell cycle-controlled Microscopy and Photography
localization of smDivK described above, whereas the For fluorescence imaging, cell populations of C. crescentus or S.
longer daughter cell skips the first cell transition of polar meliloti strains were placed on a microscope slide that was layered
with a pad of 1% agarose containing M2G or M2Gsm (Jacobs etlocalization (Figure 5B; see also Supplemental Movie S1
al., 1999). This slide was placed on a microscope stage at roomat http://www.developmentalcell.com/cgi/content/full/
temperature (22C). Samples were observed on a Nikon E10005/1/149/DC1/). Thus, despite their lack of conspicuous
microscope through a differential interference contrast (DIC) 100	
differences, S. meliloti daughter cells differ in size and objective with a Hamamatsu Orca-ER LCD camera. Images were
in the temporal and spatial regulation of DivK localization taken and processed with Metamorph software (Universal Imaging,
in a fashion that parallels that of the C. crescentus PA). The cell size measurements were done as follows: MB501 cells
swarmer and stalked daughter cells, suggesting that containing plasmid-encoded smDivK-GFP were grown to log phase
in M2Gsm and then placed on an M2Gsm-agarose slide for 1 hr.asymmetric divisions may be more common in the pro-
Only cells in the cell cycle stages illustrated in Figure 5, time pointskaryotic world than originally thought. The apparent lack
240 min and 280 min, were considered for cell length measurements.of polar organelles in S. meliloti also suggests that they
The cell boundaries in the fluorescence images were delimited in
are not a prerequisite for the asymmetric localization of an unbiased manner with a masking option in Metamorph. Cell
DivK and, therefore, are unlikely to participate to the length values for each sibling were obtained from the length of a
process. (4) Finally, we observed a correlation between line drawn parallel to the lateral cell boundaries and along the midline
of the cell with Metamorph. Cell length ratios between 140 daughterhigh levels of mislocalized smDivK and a cell division
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cells with polar smDivK-GFP focus and their siblings with even smDivK- histidine kinase in Caulobacter crescentus. J. Bacteriol. 184, 6037–
6049.GFP distribution were determined by this procedure. The calculated
mean of these ratios was 1.12, with a 95% confidence interval from Sommer, J.M., and Newton, A. (1989). Turning off flagellum rotation
1.10 to 1.14. A paired t test gave a two-tailed p value inferior to requires the pleiotropic gene pleD: pleA, pleC, and pleD define two
0.0001. morphogenic pathways in Caulobacter crescentus. J. Bacteriol. 171,
392–401.
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